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     C        F          C
Be kind, for everyone you meet is fighting battles too

 G          F        C  C4  C
Cruel wars within themselves, just like it is with you
     C F            C
Be kind, because you'll never know just how much good you'll do

       G           F C C4  C
A heartfelt word or two can soothe a hidden wound

       Em       Am        D7+9
The way we live our life is like a pebble dropped, into a quiet pond
     F    Fm            C
It carries on just like a circle growing
        Em  Am D7+9
The ripples that we make may touch another shore, you may never know for sure

F   Fm       C C4  C
How much you've helped someone without you knowing

Chorus

         G        Am Am7
And what if everyone was of the same mind

  D7+9     F  Fm       C
Imagine when they find . . . it pays to be kind

G            Am Am7
They suffer when they tell themselves they just don't care

        D7+9    F   Fm         C C4 C
They're just unaware, it benefits them most when they're kind

Break (chorus structure)

Sometimes the ripples from our deed's a gentle touch, doesn't seem to matter much
It's like dropping flowers in the Grand Canyon
And though we'll never know just what becomes of them, it's all the same to them
So drop them anyway, because you can

Chorus
Be kind . . . (answered instrumentally)
Be kind . . . (answered instrumentally)
Be kind, you'd prob'ly be surprised at who your kindness finds

     G          F         Fm    C C6
So many hungry hearts and minds . . . . . so be kind
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